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SEVEN NETWORK TEAMS

SCORE QUALLTY VALLEY HONORS
about 6.9 days, translating into

JUST A FEW YEARS
AGO,APATIENT

annual savings of hundreds

ADlVITTTED TO

of thousands of dollars.

17th & Chew for

has become a way of life at

problem usually spent

LVHHN, as we struggle

about two weeks on

with the challenges of

the psychiatric w1it. The

the changing health care

goal then was to ensure

environment," said Lou

the patient was nearly 100

Liebhaber, chief operating officer.

percent ready to return to daily

"Wmning awards for redesigning

no follow-up care.

Psychiatry Operations Improvement TeamHIGHEST ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Michael Kaufma nn, M.D.
Susan Wiley, M.D.
Donna Stevens
Jim Ezrow

Bruce Curry
David Mitchell
Kate O'Hara
Joann Gruber

"Innovation like this

a mental health

activities, usually with little or

LVHHN'S 1998
QUALITY VALLEY
U.S.A. WINNING TEAMS

The psychiatry OJ team: seated, Larry Karper. M.D. , Donna Stevens:
standing (L -R}, JimEzrow. Bruce Curry, David Mitchell.

Well, times have changed,

patient care is a clear measure of
how the outside world views

and payments from the government and insurance companies
for all medical care have been dramatically reduced. "You

LVHHN. T he organization's
impressive quality improvement and cost-savings programs
are receiving more accolades than ever."

can't rely on historical practice in this managed care environ-

Seven LVHHN teams received awards at the annual

uRe-engineering the Hospital:
APatient Centered Approach"HIGHEST ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
PCC OPERATIONS TEAM
George Ellis
Cynthia Heidt
Lisa Coleman

Leonard Farkas
Mary Agnes Fox, R.N., M.S.N.
Jack Dunleavy

Trauma Operatons Improvement TeamHIGHEST ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Michael Pasquale, M.D.
Judith Schultz
Ivy Fearen, P.A.C.
Lorraine Dillon, P.A.C.
Kevin Glancy, M.D.
Shawn White, LS.W.
Elizabeth Seislove, R.N.

Juliet Fischer, R.N.
Judith Bailey, R.N.
Daniele Shollenberger, R.N.
James Cushman, M.D.
Mary Jean Osborne, R.N.
Tina Chidiac, R.N.

ment, but need to work creatively in teams to seek solutions

Quality Valley U.S.A awards ceremony held Oct. 22, adding

to today's challenges," explains Donna Stevens, program

to the six brought home from last year's event, among d1em

director for adult inpatient psychiatry.

"Post-Operative Nausea and Vomiting Study"HIGHEST ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

the top organizational prize. Not surprisingly, the winning

AMBULATORY SURGERY UNIT

Quality, cost-effective psychiatric care in 1998 requires

projects shared a few "common threads": a team approach to

intensive case management involving all those providing care,

redesigning work, and a focus on improved patient care and

Anne Brown, R.N., C.P.A.N. Cynthia Hertzog, R.N., B.S.N.
J. John Collins, M.D.
Roberta Hower, R.N., M.S.N., c.C.R.N.
Virginia Kovalovich, R.N., B.S.N., C.N.O.R.

she adds. "It includes identifying the patients' needs as soon

measurable cost savings.

as they are admitted to the unit, treating the acute symptoms

Highest Achievement awards were won by teams from

immediately and facilitating discharge to the appropriate

adult psychiatry, ambulatory surgery, trauma and the Patient

outpatient program." As a result, today adult patient stays are

Center Care Operations group. A team from cardiac services
Please tum to page 2 _.

ticking to
WOfking Wonders,
Nurses Earned $1 OOs

Intra-aortic Balloon Pump TeamSIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT AWARD
Troy Swartz
Norman Manley
Keith Young
Kathy Sullivan
Bryan Kluck, D.O.

Brian Mory
Ralph Montesano
D. Lynn Morris, M.D.
Molly Sebastian
Robert Oriel, M.D.

uExpress Select"SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT AWARD
WOOD COMPANY/FOOD & NUTRITION SERVICES TEAM
Paul Fite
Denise Strauss
Lori Keller

Dorothy McFadden
Kathy Zellner
Alex Endres

"Bone Voyage"-SERIOUS COMMITMENT AWARD

BOY, GAINING THIS PARTICULAR WORKING
WONDERS SAVINGS WAS PAINFUL! THE NURSE

PERITONEAL DIALYSIS DEPARTMENT

DUO WINCED; THEY HELD THEIR BREATH AND

Jean Rudderow, R.N., C.N.N.
Geri Gilotti, M.S., R.N., C.S.R.
Donald Jones, R.N., C.N.N.
Shelley Mesics, R.N., C.N.N.

closed their eyes at times.
"We were sitting around pricking our fingers with different
lancets," said diabetes education specialist Joyce Najarian, R.N.
Say what?
"Well, it's something we had to do," Najarian said. "We

Get a load of this' Front (L -R), Angela Strausser. Sandra Reese: Back (L -R). Jerry
Stoudt, Mary Jean Osborne, Daniele Shollenberger and Dan Leshko sure did.

Karen Boutron, R.N., all of 4C; and Cindy Max, R.N., and

wanted a less expensive finger-sticking device for glucose

Shirley Wagner, R.N., both of pediatrics, helped test the

testing, but we absolutely did not want to compromise care.

devices on 600 patients. Then after benchmarking with other

We needed to make sure the new device wouldn't be more

hospitals, they chose a device that is less painful.

uncomfortable for our patients with diabetes."
After Najarian and patient education specialist Deb

James Kintzel, M.D.
Joan Noll
Lisa Taylor, LS.W.

Not only that, it will save about $17,500 for the hospital.
And of course, they will get a bit of moolah, too- about

Swavely, R.N., tried the devices on themselves, other team

$37.50 a finger, or in other words $375 each. It must be true

members Kim Bartman, R.N., Cheryl Ann Rowan, R.N., and

what they say: "No pain, no gain."
Please ttmr to page 2 _.
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and one from nutrition services/Wood Company
received Significant Improvement honors. And the
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peritoneal dialysis department's project merited

Deb Peter, R.N., M.S.N.,

living or employed in the commo~wealth, " to

Se1'ious Commitment recognition.

isn't one to si t on her hands

recognize the exceptional nurses o f today and

when things need to be

recruit the nurses of tomorrow."

Here's more advice from several team leaders on

done, but she makes her

how to score a winning effort:
"Stay committed and focused on your key
customers," advises Mary Agnes Fox, chair of the
PCC Ops Committee. "Challenge each other and

Celebrating his team's second consecutive year
winning a top QVUSA award, Mike Pasquale, M.D.,
chief of trauma, offers a simple observation: "Your
team has to enjoy working together and want to

ing ar eas: clinical p ractice L.P.N.; clinical practice

them understand skin

R N .; advanced practice R.N.; nursing education;

breakdown.

nursing research; and nursing administration.

C reative teaching and

routine processes, and be willing to learn from each
other and your mistakes."

The trauma team also finds evidence-based
medicine helpful for taking the first steps toward
process improvement, Pasquale explains. "Review and
evaluate the literature on what's been done already,
then look at your practices."

Joseph Castagna, perfusionist at CC & I-78,

a commitment to her colleagues and the communi-

r ecently passed the certification exam given by the

ty are the special reasons this LVH patient care

American Board of Cardiovascular P erfusion. This

specialist on units 6C and 7B earned the

entitles hi m to use the letter s C.C.P., for certified

Nightingale Award for Nursing Education , Oct. 23

cardiovascular per fusionist, after his name.

at the N ightingale Awards Gala, Hershey, Pa.

In addition to P eter, nine other LVHHN

improve the delivery of care."

One award is presented each year in the foll ow-

studen ts do just that to help

.......

employees were nominated for the 1998
N ightingale Awards: Anne Brown, R.N ., B.S.N.;
Terry Burger, R.N., B.S.N .; Michelle Flexer,
R.N., B.S.N.; Mary Agnes Fox, R.N., M .S.N.;
LaDene Gross, R.N ., M .S.; Sandra Kalamar,
R.N., C.P.N.P.; Virginia Kovalovich, R.N .,

Ambulatory surgery director Ginny Kovalovich

M.S.N.; Sharon Rabuck, R.N., M.S.N.; and

advises, "Don't lose sight o f the big picture," and

Melissa Kratz, R.N., M .S.N., one of 18 fmalists

"Listen to your patients."

for the awards.

Gregory Harper,
M.D., Ph.D., director
of theJohn and
D orothy Morgan Cancer
Center, has been elected
the first president o f
the newly formed
Pennsylvania Society

An E mmaus resident, Peter "uses creative

helps avoid a $500 overnight stay by giving nauseated

teaching strategies to inspire her learners, such

post-surgery patients medication priced at $37.50 a dose.

as J eopardy games and audience participation,"

This was LVHHN's second year participating in

according to the nomination letter for the award

the QVUSA program, which recognizes area organi-

written by Maryann Rosenthal, 6C/7B director.

zations that demonstrate continuous improvement of

She has trained and validated more than 100

their operations and services. T he criteria for awards

staff in learning new roles and skills such as

are based on the Malcolm Baldridge National Q uality

electrocardiograms and phlebotomy. Outside of

Award. •

the hospital, P eter volunteers her time speaking to
the geriatric population on successful aging.

•

The new or gani zation has 500 members made
up of oncology and hematology specialists. T.he

•

primary mission of PSOH is to p rovide leadership
in the oncology community through professional
education and to provide a coordinated voic~ for
the oncology communi ty.
Harper is a medical oncologist at Lehigh Valley
Hospital (LVH) and a professor of medicine at
Penn State's College of Medicine at H ershey
Medical Center. •

•

•>
•••
•
•••••••••••••••••••

The Nightingale Awards of Pennsylvania organ-

Worl<ing Wonders

••

of Oncology and
H ematology (PSOH).

For her department, sticking to these guidelines

by Rob Stevens

............... •.

ization was established in -1989 to honor muses

Continued j1·om page I

And while the ladies were probably putting Band

BENEFITS UPDATE

Aids on their fingers, a team from the Shock Trauma
U nit (STU) also came up with a Working Wonders idea.
By using tap water instead of saline solution, they
made the irrigation of gastrointestinal tubes more cost
efficient. "Sandy Reese came from another hospital that

Enroll for health, dental and nexihle spending plans Nov. 23-·Dec. 15.
The annual LVHHN enrollment period for health. dental

This option may be attractive for you if you are part-time

utilized tap water," said Mary Jean O sborne, former

and flexible spending benefits runs Nov. 23 to Dec. 15. To

or selecting the Valley Preferred option for yourself and

director of patient care services on STU, now of the

choose or change coverage, you must complete and return

one other person. such as a spouse or child.

open heart unit. "So once she brought up the idea, we

the appropriate form at this time. Enrollment packets will be

did a literature review to gain support of the evidence.

mailed to employees' homes. and they must be completed

Muhlenberg Hospital Center and Muhlenberg Rehabilitation
Center employees are reminded:

We learned that because gastrointestinal contents aren't

and returned to human resources. 1770 Bathgate. by Dec. 15.

• If you chose the Valley Preferred Option during open

sterile, we don't need a sterile solution:"

Please read your packetthoroughly before completing

The new process also eliminates the need for an

the appropriate form(s).

enrollment last year and wish to continue in this plan. you
will be charged a payroll deduction (see the open enroll-

irrigation kit. "Basically, the kit was just an expensive

There are a few new options for all staff to consider for 1999:

ment packet for payroll deduction rates). If you want to

holder for the solution and the syringe," Osborne said.

• Beginning next year. full-:ime staff who are covered under

enroll in the Choice Plus Option-which is provided at no

T he team - which also includes Sandy Little, RN.,

another. non-LVHHN heahh plan. can opt out of health

cost to full-time staff- you must do so at this time.

Angela Strausser, R N., Jerry Stoudt, R N., Dan Leshko,

coverage through the network and receive $50 per month.

• Delta Dental coverage ends Dec. 31, 1998, and you can

R.N., and Daniele Shollenberger, R N ., care manag-

subject to taxes. To choose this option. you must complete

now enroll in the LVHHN Dental Plan. effective Jan 1.

ment -

the "Waiver of Health Plan Coverage" form included in the

1999. Please see your open enrollment packet for payroll

open enrollment packet. along with the "Benefit Action

deduction rates for this plan.

will save the hospital $20,000. And they'll go

home with an early Christmas present of $500 each.
So just what will they do with the dinero? "This
goes straight to my baby," said Reese, who is due in
April. Stoudt plans to use it for tuition to continue his

Form."
• For employees who currently purchase coverage. this year
the network is offering an "employee-plus-one" reduced

nursing education, and Osborne will get a head start on

rate deduction for the Ch:Jice Plus. Valley Preferred.

holiday shopping.

Out-of-Area and dental plan options in addition to the

And what about the finger-sticking team? Hmmm,

Please direct questions and concerns about
open enrollment to your benefits counselor,
Gerianne Keiser, 317-4739, or Janet Miller,
317-4730. •
by Rob Stevens

traditional single and family rates.

maybe a new winter wardrobe .. .complete with gloves. •

e

by Pamela Mazmrr
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LVH Makes History with

Incontinence Surgery
.rt-:-- ~-.:,~:~
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PATRICIA GREEN

"The surgery is done

Call the Compliance Hotline
after Pursuing Internal Resources
THIS IS ONE TOLL-FREE NUMBER YOU

SUFFERED FROM

under local anesthesia,

THE LOSS OF

which, unlike other

bladder control when

incontinence surgeries,

she exerted almost any

allows the surgeon to

physical activity, even

assess the success by

- a new resource for LVHHN employees who

walking and coughing.

actually having the

witness violations of laws and regulations such as

This debilitating and
embaiTassing condition

·~

It·

A focused Vincent Lucente, MD, prepares to perform TVT surgery.

affects millions of women

patient cough during the
' procedure," Lucente
.d "An th b :6.
sa~ .
o er ene t

SHOULD ADD TO YOUR ROLODEX 1-800-877-2905.
It connects to the confidential "compliance hotline"

improper billing, alterations to medical records,
sexual harassment, unsafe practices and theft.
The hotline, manned by an independent company,

of all ages, but a new surgical procedure has given the

is we can correct the problem without the pain, scarring

assures anonymity and is available from 9 a.m. to

58-year-old Bushkill, Pa., resident, and others like her,

and recovery time of traditional surgery."

8 p.m., except holidays. However, if you notice a

hope for a cure.

The TVT surgery is a modification of earlier "tape"

Last month, urogynecologist Vmcent Lucente,

procedures. The new tecruuque uses smaller incisions

M.D., became the first physicia11 in the nation to per-

and an improved mesh tape material that is not as

form a recently approved procedme for stress inconti-

susceptible to rejection or infection. In previous

nence. The new technique allowed Green to participate

smgeries, tl1e tape was a11chored to ilie bone, but

in the surgery and go home the same day, as well as

with TVT, the new tape can be positioned so the tissue

promising her a high rate of long-term success.

grows into ilie mesh. The tape then rests like a ham-

"My incontinence was just getting worse and worse,"
Green said. "It was so depressing being young enough

mock under tl1e uretlrra as a support to prevent leakage.
Twentyyea~·s ago,

Green underwent a traditional

to go out and do things but be so confined. I couldn't

"open" procedme. "T his time, I was in no pain a11d able

work; I couldn't da11ce at weddings; I couldn't go

to do things a~·ound the house," she said. "Last time, I

swimming; I couldn't pick up my grandchildren."

was in ilie hospital for eight days and couldn't return to

After training in Sweden witl1 just eight other
Americans, Lucente offered Green the latest treatment.

TVT is just one of many new rninin1ally invasive
strides in incontinence surgery. Last spring, Lucente

viable option for women of all ages with stress inconti-

procedures in ilie nation to correct incontinence.

also perfonned one of the first totally hparoscopic

As much as 30 percent of women in the nation

centers for physicians.

steps first:
• Speak with your supervisor or manager
• Speak with your department director or vice
president
• Seek guidance from your human resources
consultant
• Speak with employee ombudsma11
Maryann Bulishak, 402-8808
• Speak with corporate compliance officer
Beverly Snyder, 402-5210
"If ilie problem remains unresolved or if you are

unable to talk with these resources, the hotline is
another avenue," Snyder said.

work for two monilis."

The procedure, called Tension-Free Vaginal Tape
(TVI), has about a 90 percent success rate and is a
nence. LVH will serve as one of the eight U.S. training

problem with compliance, please take the following

What happens when calling ilie hotline? VVhile
asking a series of questions, an operator fills out a hatline report form. "They try to get as much infonnation
as they can," Snyder said. "If more information is
needed, they will give you an identification nmnber
and schedule a time for you to call back."

Please tntn to page 7 -

Please tttm to page 6 -
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LVH Psrchiatrists Testing
Antipsychosis Drug
LEHIGH VALLEY HOSPITAL HAS
RECEIVED RE-ACCREDITATION AS A
LEVEL 1 REGIONAL RESOURCE TRAUMA
Center, with additional qualifications in pediatric
trauma. The certificate of accreditation is valid
until Sept. 30, 2001.

LVH PSYCHIATRIST LARRY KARPER,
M.D., ROUTINELY PRESCRIBES MEDICA-

add to the treatment

TIONS FOR PSYCHOTIC PATIENTS THAT

options for psychosis a11d

help quiet tl1e voices in their heads, straighten out

help us understand tl1e

their thoughts and moderate other symptoms block-

causes of ilie illness."

ing their ability to live normal lives. But there's always
The Pennsylvania Trauma Systems Founda-

a catch, he regrets.

tion (PTSF), a non-profit corporation, is
responsible for accredi.ti11g all trauma centers in
Pennsylvania. Trauma e:>.-perts tlrroughout the
United States participate in the voluntary review
process every three years.

"Drugs like Clozaril and Haldol treat the

in pediatric trauma care.

LVH was ilie first hospital in the state to be
accredited as a Level I Regional Resource Trauma
Center, and remains ilie only one in ilie Lehigh
Valley and surrounding communities. The center

gency medical helicopter-University MedEvac

But first tllings first. As
the hospital's principal investigator in the study,
Ka.rper, along with Michael Kaufmarm, M.D., chairman of psychiatry and the co-principal investigator,

tremors, stiffuess in the joints, weight gain and

hope to emoll a total of 10 participants, who will take

sometimes even heart problems," Karper explains.

Ml 00907 for 18 months. The subjects must have

But, he's hopeful iliat a solution's on ilie horizon.

chronic schizophrenia or severe ma.Iuc-depression or

It's called M100907, an experimental a11tipsychosis

depression that causes psychosis. Karper estimates

drug made by HoechstMa~·ion Roussel pharmaceut-

about 5 percent of tl1e U.S. population could meet

icals, and Karper is investigating it at LVH. Its

tills criteria. During tl1e study, tl1ey will receive the

promise is in controlling auditory hallucinations and

medication and counseling free of cha~·ge.

unreal ilioughts without the physical complications
of similar conventional drugs. The research will
determine the extent to which Ml 00907 can do just that

cares for nearly 2,000 patients each year from a
six-county area wiili 1.6 million people. Its emer-

Larry Karper, M.D.

psychosis, but tend to cause side effects like body

LVH's Regional Resomce Trauma Center
is one of four in the state with added qualifications

effective, Ml00907 will

Karper calls the research exciting. "I've conducted

The first patient who joined ilie study was a man
with schizoplrrenia refeiTed to Karper by a colleague.
By ilie year 2000, Ml00907 may be approved for
general use by patients with psychosis, Karper says.

research on other drugs of this type, but tills one is

Until then, it will only be available to participants in

really different. It could be a revolutionary drug. If it's

ilie study. •
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Issues & Initiatives is a series of activities providing employees with information
about current health care issues at Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network.

P-

INCREASING OUR VALUE

Improving our Strength and Stabili~

E

AS A SERVICE ORGANIZATION, OUR
STRENGTH AND STABILITY ARE CLOSELY
LINKED TO THE VALUE "WE BRlNG TO

arrangement with Curative Health Care, a nationally recognized organization.
• New inpatient and outpatient cardiac, pulmonary

our community. Our ability to convert the challenges

and vascular rehabilitation services are being devel-

of today's health care environment into opportunities

oped and should be fully operational by the end of

will translate into job security for our work force.

the calendar year.

Center shook hands on a vision to assure both hospitals would continue as strong providers far into the
future. The intent of this merger was the creation of a
combined organization in which the "whole is greater
than the sum of its parts." Besides enhancing our
value to our community, each related initiative creates
employment opportunities within the n etwork, which
means increased job security for our colleagues.

Let's see how we're turning this vision
into reality:
• Within weeks of the merger announcement, LVH
and MHC started combining emergen cy medical

On the west side of the Lehigh River, we've also
improved our facility at 17th & Chew, reflecting our
continued commitment to it as a hub of primary care
medicine:
• We completed remodeling of the emergency
department and radiology suite last m onth to
improve access and services provided there.

result in a more personal and consistent approach
to primary patient care.

Achieving best pradices
businesses and government refuse to pay more for

quicker response to traumas throughout the Lehigh

our services, but expect us to continue providing the

Valley. This marked the first visible benefit of the

same volume and quality. Most recendy, we've seen

Nov. 20 merger between the two institutions.

our Medicare payments for hospital and home care

Morgan Cancer Center. This program was
announced earlier this year and will provide cancer
patients and their families access to radiation
oncology and chemotherapy treatments in one
location.

Our scores have fallen in the two recent quartersMarch through September-evidence of our service

significant upheaval in staffing patterns and related
job vacancies stemming from our effort to reduce
LVH's work force by 500 ITEs by the end of this
fiscal year.
But to remain the leading choice for health care
in our communities, we'll need to rebound, recommit

hallmark ofLVHHN.

Planning our future priorities
Our network's future contains threats and opportunities that we need to identify, exallline and address
before they become reality.

Despite our investments in rl1e health of the

helicopter to MHC to provide a central location for

MHC in conjunction with the John and Dorothy

receive from us. But this hasn't been the case lately.

the medical/surgical clinics at the site, which will

Lehigh Valley community, insurance companies,

ing for the development of a cancer program at

reflect our patients' opinions of the service they

and pull together to meet our patients' needs, the
• The board approved funds this month to redesign

services, which included relocating the MedEvac

• The LVHHN board this summer approved fund-

upward trend in our Press, Ganey scores, which

slipping in the eyes of our patients. True, we've had a

One year ago this month, the board members of
Lehigh Valley Hospital and Muhlenberg Hospital

During the past three years, we witnessed an

services slashed severely, forcing us to closely exallline
costs and staffing in these areas.
To help meet our ch allenge of enhancing our
value-by reducing our costs while maintaining or
improving quality-LVHHN has started its third
year of benchmarking and h as initiated a scorecard
program. Both measures focus on learning from
"best performers" how to increase our cost efficiency

To do this, senior management and our department heads have begun to look at h ow competition,
reimbursement, demographics, managed care and
other factors will affect our network in the coming
two to five years.
We welcome input from our managers, staff and
physicians, who can often provide a valuable clinically
oriented perspective to the planning process. As a
result of this process, we will confirm our direction
and priorities or make changes to enable us to
increase our value as a health care provider to our
community.

As you can see, succeeding in the current environ-

while providing effective service to our key customers.

ment isn't easy and a one-time strategy isn't enough.

announced in August that they will collaborate to

I encourage you to read the advice from this year's

It takes both a long-range vision and a daily focus on

develop a pediatric outpatient specialty medical

Quality Valley U.S.A winners on page one to learn

our patients' needs. Partnership with each other and

how some of your outstanding colleagues achieve best

our physicians is the only way we can achieve both,

practices.

because having one without the other means we're

• The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia and LVH

center at MHC and inpatient intensive care unit at
the Cedar Crest site, the first of their kind in the
area. These facilities will provide families living
within the Lehigh Valley with easy access to
highly specialized medical care for their children.
• LVHHN's inpatient psychiatric services will be
centralized in a new two-story wing to be built on
the MHC campus. Construction of the facility,
which will connect to the existing hospital,
and relocation of adult and adolescent beds

This often requires us to make tough decisions
about adjusting staffing to match our workloads,

the opening of Senior Quarters at Muhlenberg

The reality is, excess costs mean less op erating
revenues.
And, as they say in our industry, "no margin,
no mission."

Refocusing on our key customers
I can't overstate the importance of our commit-

Hospital Center, an assisted living facility that will

ment to patient satisfaction, which is guided by our

serve the aging population in our area.

PRIDE initiative. This is our most important work,

• The Wound Care Center at Muhlenberg Hospital
Center started operations last month in an exclusive

0

And that's not good enough. •

a key factor in reducing our cost per unit of service.

are scheduled for completion in 2000.
• Last week, a ribbon-cutting ceremony celebrated

only halfway there.

as it increases our value and our strength as an
organization.

Have an issue, question or comment for Lou
Liebhaber? CheckUp this month is pleased to
launch a new feature, "Letters to Lou," beginning
next month. Just send your letter to Lou Liebhaber,
chief operating officer, and it might appear in a
future issue of the newsletter, space permitting,
along with Lou's response. Letters must be relevant
constructive and signed by their author. The editors
of CheckUp reserve the right to edit a letter for
purposes of clarity or space availability.

CheckUpthis month
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mergency Room Team Earns Service StafAward
ROBERT GRANT WAS IN EXCRUCIAT-

ve1y accommodating to me. I've been in other

ING PAIN AFTER A FORKLIFT RAN OVER

h ospitals where I was forcibly removed because

IDS FOOT AT WORK. IN OREFIELD. THE

I wasn't inunediate family."

injury was severe; the bones in his foot were

Besides that, Flenuning said, when he was

crushed. "I really didn't lmow what was going

lost in the halls, staff walked him to the appro-

on," he said. "I was scared."

priate area. "It wasn't just point and shoot," h e

But the emergency department staff put him

said. "That impressed me a lot. It was just

at ease. "They took me right in, and just keep

remarkable that everyone I came in contact

checking to make sure I was OK," he said. "They
explained to me what was going on, and not in

with, from janitors to doctors, took time to
(L -R) Kelly Altemose. Michele Moyer. Gina Mohr. Marion Rumley, Tracy Arnold

help. Your facility is now the one that I will use as

and Tindra Bassler are a few of the ED's Service Stars.

some doctor language that I didn't understand.
They were really great."

the standard for the others I visit."
The safety director of Grant's company, TAM

And Grant, who is having a successful recovery,

Because of their compassion, the ED staff has

Systems Inc. of Hamburg, was in the ED that day

will n ever forget the treatn1ent he received. "Staff

earned October's Service Star Award. Among the

and praised the staff. "Being safety director, as well

who weren't even involved in my care stopped by to

many who cared for Grant were Kelly Altemose,

as an EMT, I've been in a lot of hospitals," Laurin

say 'hi,"' he said. "This is the best hospital I've ever

R.N., Gina Natale, R.N., Michele Moyer, R.N.,

Flemming said. "Your facility was one of the finest I

been in, and I will make it my first choice again." •

teclmical partner Gina Mohr, and X-ray teclmicians

have visited. The staff had an excellent bedside man-

Tracy Arnold, Tindra Bassler and Marion Rumley.

ner and were thorough and efficient. They also were

by Pamela Maurer

READ:ER·S
YOU WANT IT? YOU'LL HAVE IT.

address, send that, too." Include your name and phone

Initiatives" was identified as the third most valued section

CheckUp readers want more information about their

number with these letters, he says, so they can be

ofthe newsletter, with 87% of responses.

colleagues, the benefits of working for LVHHN and how
the health care environment affects their job, according to

authenticated before being used.

This year's ranking ofthe top sections matched those of

This fall, public affairs is being helped in this effort by

the survey done in 1997, though the percentages were

a recent readership survey. And that's what they'll find

Tisha McKivor, a senior from Muhlenberg College, during

lower last year. "About Our People" was chosen by 82% of

within the monthly newsletter.

her internship at LVHHN. She has been contacting depart-

respondents, followed closely by "Benefits Update" at 81 %

ment heads in search of details of their staff's newswor-

and "Issues & Initiatives" at80%.

You should already be seeing expanded versions of
"About Our People" and more frequent "Benefits

thy deeds, and you'll see an article in this CheckUp that

Updates." Also, more relevant details aboutthe changes

she researched and wrote. McKivor is also creating a

themselves as staff employees, and 13 percent said they

and challenges facing the network staff will be provided

standard form on paper and E-mail to help people easily

were managers.

through a new question-and-answer section, "Letters to

submit news for CheckUp. She can be contacted through

Lou," which will soon be part of Issues & Initiatives, the

E-mail or at ext. 3001.

regular feature by Chief Operating Officer Lou Liebhaber.

Eighty-four percent of respondents last year identified

This year's survey participants also rated the "qualities
of CheckUp." The top five were: 1. The information is

If you were one of the nearly 450 respondents to last

truthful. 2. The information is accurate. 3. The information

"It's important that CheckUp not only meets but

summer's CheckUp Readership Survey, there's a good

is timely. 4. CheckUp is fun and interesting to read.

exceeds our readers' needs for relevant information,"

chance your top choices are nearly the same as last

5. CheckUp helps me understand the challenges facing

says Rob Stevens, public affairs manager and CheckUp

year's: "About Our People," "Benefits Update," "Issues

LVHHN.

editor. "Therefore, we are focusing more on our employ-

& Initiatives."

ees and LVHHN benefits issues, in addition to reporting

Eighty-five percent of respondents said they always

These regular columns were selected by staff and

or usually read CheckUp, compared to 69% reporting the

news regarding the network. Also, we will continue to

managers as "sections of value" in the survey sent in July

same frequency in 1997. Seventy-one percent felt the

seek ways to make Issues & Initiatives more interactive

through inter-office mail to some 1,200 employees ofthe

current distribution ofthe newsletter is effective.

and relevant to staff."

network, including MHC.

But this calls for action from employees, he adds.
"Send me information on your professional and personal

With these results, you can be near certain that your

There was a three-to-one ratio of staff employees to

news will be read by your colleagues if it appears in

managers completing the questionnaire this year.

CheckUp. So send itto Rob Stevens, public affairs, and it

accomplishments and hobbies that you think will be inter-

According to the survey results, 92% of respondents

could appear in a future issue. (Sorry, births, marriages,

esting reading for your colleagues," Stevens encourages.

rated "About Our People" as the most valuable section,

engagements are too numerous in a network the size of

"And, if you have a question or issue you'd like Lou to

closely followed by "Benefits Update" at 90%. "Issues &

LVHHN, and these won't be printed in the newsletter.} •

MHC SHARED SUCCESS PLAN PROGRESS

FY99 Expense/Adjusted Case

LVH's progress
will be reported in
December's Check Up.

$4,284 (MAXIMUM)

$4,372 (TARGET)
$4,416 (BUDGET)
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Pharmacist Shares Storv ot Scout-Hero
LHV PHARMACIST JOE TOMKO SPENDS

Little did Jared know at the time that the man he

HIS FREE TIME AS AN ASSISTANT SCOUT-

saved was a husband and a father. Had it not been for

MASTER TO TROOP 66 OF SLATINGTON-

the training he had received from professionals such

an experience that has been both inspiring and

as Tomko, Jared would have been as helpless as the

rewarding.

victim in the accident. "I only did what I was trained
to do, applying all the skills that I leamed through

"As much as I have given to the scouts during the
years, I have received just as much from them," said

scouting," Jared said. "Joe was a major influence in

Tomko, who got involved with Boy Scouts to spend

getting the troop to stress first aid, which really made

more time with his son and share his health care

a difference in this victim's life."

knowledge with the scouts.

Tomko and his fellow scoutmasters have been

One of them is Eagle Scout candidate J ared
Wemer, a senior at Northem Lehigh High School.

overwhelmed by the number of letters praising
Eagle Scout hero Jared VIerner (L) with his assistant
Scoutmaster, pharmacist Joe Tomko.

Jared has also received a National Merit Award from

Tomko recalls feeling overwhelmed at a recent meeting during which Jared stood before his fellow scouts
shaking nervously, telling a story that embodied the
true meaning of scouthood.
On Sept. 13, Jared and his father Tom, were

Jared's efforts, including one from the victim's family.

applied pressure to the victim's upper thigh to reduce

The Boys Scouts of America for his deed.

the blood flow. "I didn't freak out," J ared said. "I just

"It makes me proud to hear stories about the

thought, 'This man is alive, let's keep him like that.' "

scouts - and the community should be, too," Tomko

Meanwhile, Tom Werner pulled the motorcycle

said. "The media is so inundated with negative

off the road and directed traffic around the scene.

images about teenagers, and we hear so little about

in Slatington. T hey saw a motorcycle spin around a

However, Jared and his father's efforts were ham-

theJareds of the world." •

sharp corner and send its rider flying into the air.

pered when a motorist ran over the severed limb,

driving in two separate cars southbound on Rt. 283

Without hesitating, both Werners stopped to help the
victim whose leg lay detached from his body and his
motorcycle next to him leaking gas into the street.
J ared applied ali the training he had learned as a
scout to comfort the victim until help arrived.
Although the victim had suffered several injuries,
Jared knew that he had to stop the bleeding from his
lower leg. Using his dad's belt for a tourniquet, he

by Laetitia McKivo7'
Public Affain lnte77l

elinlinating any chance for reattachment.
After the paramedics arrived, the victim was then
taken to a nearby church from where he was flown by
MedEvac to LVH, CC&I-78. The victim was admit-

LVH Cleared for Next
Phase of Stent Study

ted in critical condition and released two weeks later.
"There is no doubt in my mind that Jared saved
this man's life with his quick thinking and knowledge
of first aid," Tomko said.

LVH'S CARDIAC CATH LAB HAS BEEN
APPROVED FOR PARTICIPATION IN
PHASE TWO OF A NATIONAL STUDY OF

Compliance Hotline

T herefore, it may not be apparent to callers that

irracliatecl stents, according to cardiologist Bryan

Continued from page 3

action has been taken."

Kluck, D.O., the hospital's principal investigator for

Callers are not required to disclose their nan1es.
Should any employee choose to do so, it will be held in
confidence to the fullest extent allowed by law. There

will be no retaliation or retribution for contacting the
hotline, and calls are not traced or recorded.
"The hotline provides LVHHN with the information about the problem, so we can investigate the situation and ensure the proper action is taken," Snyder
said. "Because of the confidential nature of the call, it's
sometin1es impossible to provide feedback to callers.

The hotline is part of a comprehensive compliance program that includes all areas of the network,
including licensing, safety, security, confidentiality,
human resources, environmental, laboratory
practices, billing and others.

In this phase, all stents inserted in patients in
the study will receive a dose of gamma radiation
to

measure its effectiveness in preventing in-stem

restenosis, a problem associated with recurring

"To maintain our quality of care and meet our

coronary angioplasty with intracoronary stents. The

goals, its everybody's responsibility to watch out for

trial will last eight to I2 months, during which time

compliance issues- no matter what your title is,"

Kluck hopes to enter I2 patients.

Snyder said. •

The GAMMA-2 trial follows GAMMA-I, in
which neither the patient nor tl1e cardiologist knew

by Pamela MauTer

~MPLIANCE PLAN EXPANDS TO ALL AREAS

New compliance officer
Beverly Snyder

the study.

if radiation was used.
"Radiation in stented coronary arteries will
hopefully be a potent weapon in our war on stent
reclosure," Kluck said. "Although we ali are waiting

Beverly Snyder, assistant for regulatory affairs in legal services, has been named
the corporate compliance officer and will take over the compliance officer duties
of Vaugh Gower, chief fin ancial officer. Gower will still advise the compliance
committee.

for the results of these trials, we are cautiously

"We must look at compliance from a broader perspective, not just billing,"
Gower said. Because of Beverly's experience in regulatory and legal matters, she
has the resources and knowledge to develop a plan that addresses issues across
the network."

patients in GAMMA-I between May and July.

optimistic that the success of the :first phase will
be demonstrated in GAMMA-2."
This year, Lehigh Valley Hospital entered eight

LVH was one of I2 clinical sites in the U.S. to
participate in the GAMMA-I trial of localized,
intracoronary irradiation witl1 iridium-I92 for the

In her role as compliance officer, Snyder reviews regulatory issues and
investigates complaints to the compliance hotline.

treatment of in-stent restenosis in a previously

"We are just beginning to evaluate the goals and the structure we will be using
to getthere," Snyder said. "To assure we create a living, breathing compliance plan,

of GAMMA-2 .

we need to make it an ongoing process." +

placed coronary stent. The same hospitals are part

The trial is being conducted in cooperation with
Cordis, a Johnson & Johnson company. •

Anybody who has questions about compliance may call Beverly Snyder at
402-5210.

0

by Rob Stevens
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On Oct. 2, LVHHN recognized

bw~LKINGON

7~ W~TER .4W~RD
J

Vtrginia Kovalovich, R.N.,

M.S.N., director of the ambulatory surgical unit, walks on water
in her role as a leader, according to
the staff of the ambulatory surgery
post anesthesia care unit.

hundreds of employees for their y~ars of
service and contributions to patients
and the organization. Among them w ere

~7MO)T CRE~TilJE REW~RD &

7~ RECOGNITION PROGR~N'\ .4W~RD
The shock trauma unit (STU) keeps team-

the Star C~lebration award winners.

work alive with its unique ideas for reward and recognition.

Read on about these exceptional role models.

~~~~~~:p;,:~~~:~t~g~~~~

Not only does STU have an "employee of the month"
program, but members of the peer review committee are
encouraged to "catch someone doing something right" and
reward that person with a Blockbuster Video gift certificate.

has been a dedicated volunteerfor the Lehigh County Special

To recognize educational achievements, the committee also

ambulatory surgery services units are all one," said the staff in

Olympics. A board member for 14 years and treasurer, she

displays a plaque with a brass nameplate for each nurse who

a nomination letter. "Although staffed as five units, she encour-

writes grants to achieve funding for the program. and is a

attains certification from the American Association of Critical

ages staff to foster a team approach and look at the global

bowling and track and field coach.

Care Nurses.

"In Ginny's philosophy, the

picture of quality patient care delivery."
During her years as a manager, she has shared her knowl-

"Kathleen works with athletes by coaching, encouraging,
teaching, training and accompanying them to the events," said

edge as a teacher. After achieving her certification in OR nurs-

Sandra Colon, director of patient accounting. "She even uses

ing, she created a study group for those trying to achieve the

her PTO for these events and pays her own way. Kathleen is a

same. "Seventy-five nurses from the Lehigh Valley have been

special person with special talents, not only in her professional

tutored by Ginny," the staff wrote. "She has donated 35 to 45

life, but in her personal life."

hours of study sessions per group and countless hours of her
own preparation to teach this certification preparation course.
On many occasions she held sessions in her own home."
She is also president of the mideastern chapter of the

77rHE GEORGE GULDIN

7~ €DUC~TION MEinORI~L .4W~RD
Patricia Moore. a technical partner on the pediatric unit,

Association of Operating Room Nurses. secretary of the

was instrumental in improving the phlebotomy process on her

Pennsylvania Council of Operating Room Nurses and a member

unit. "Phlebotomy for infants and children involves varying vol-

of the Mideastern Association of Post Anesthesia Nurses.

umes and techniques, which can be extremely confusing for

A nurse for 31 years and manager for 18, Kovalovich "has
been know to say that her job is more manageable because she

staff," said Cynthia Max, director of the pediatrics unit.
Moore worked with the Performance Improvement

~~~~~~~~:n~~:R~eswhatever

it takes to be there for his patients- even if it means meeting
with them on the weekend or a holiday, said patient care
specialist Gloria Hamm, R.N.
"He constantly updates the families on the status of their
loved ones." Hamm said. "I can't think of any other physician
that spends the amount of time and energy that Dr. Farrell does.
We have countless letters lauding his efforts that have enabled
a loved one to survive a devastating injury."

b

MOST COinlnEND~TIONS ~ROm

7~ P~TIENTS .4W~RD

Loretta Becker, R.N., mother-baby unit, and

has a great staff. This is a direct reflection of her character," the

Committee to establish criteria on how much blood to collect

Mary Onifer-Smith, R.N., labor and delivery, each

staff wrote. "Her positive words always give the staff a morale

per age and developed a pediatric phlebotomy manual. "The

received 11 written commendations from patients.

boost and are the best motivation."

manual details every test. exact test tubes to use, minimum vol-

~?MOST llnPROliED P~TIENT

ICEST~R
O~THEYE~R
.4W~RD
One of the original Service Stars

umes possible, whether a heel stick, finger stick or venipuncture
is required, and all other pertaining facts," Max said. "The staff
found this invaluable and in fact. shared it with the emergency
department."

The Progressive Open Heart Surgery

who helped develop the PRIDE

Management Team, comprising multi-disciplinary profes-

initiative, Home Care health aide

sionals, has instituted several changes to improve processes on

Dennis Cook has touched

the open heart unit and the tra1sitional open heart unit.

the hearts of many. The Gorrie
family is among them.
"We didn't have any family around here, so Dennis became

"For example. practices traditionally done by physicians,
such as removal of invasive lines and extubation of the patient
from the ventilator, are now accomplished by a registered nurse

part of our family," said Rose Gorrie, wife of Ed Gorrie, who

and respiratory therapist," said Kathleen Sullivan, R.N., clinical

died of multiple sclerosis last summer. "Dennis was so encour-

coordinator of cardiothoracic services.

aging to Ed. He would try to get him to eat and bring in goodies

The team also achieved outcome improvements in 10 areas,

to peak his appetite. Dennis cared for him in such a way that

such as mortality (decreased from 1.4 percent to .8 percent) and

allowed Ed to maintain his dignity, and for that we will be

infection (decreased from 2.1 percent to 1.5 percent).

7~ S~TIS~~CTION

The physicians in rehabilitation of the transi-

tional skilled unit improved their Press, Ganey rating
by 10.3 points in one quarter.
In addition, Josephine Ritz was honored for 50 years
of service, and Kay Fenstermaker, safety director, patient
care services; Ellen Warmkessel, R.N., pediatrics;

Janet Valente, technician, sterile processing; and
Bonnie Badavvi., unit clerk. MICU and SICU, were all
recognized for 35 years of service. •

by Pamela Maurer

forever grateful."

Incontinence Surgery
Coutinued j1·om page 3

suffer from loss of bladder control. Normal changes of
aging- including weaker kidneys and bladder and loss
of muscle tone- make women (up to one-third of
those over 65) susceptible to incontinence. The loss

After attempting non-surgical treatments and "years

finally live her life to the fullest. Just two weeks after
surgery, she and her husband took a vacation in

medications and pelvic organ prolapse (sagging) from

bathrooms," Green said. "To me, it's a miracle. I'm

bearing children also are contributing factors.

thrilled that Dr. Lucente is up on the latest technolo-

flights last year.

for its research activities and is leading the development of national guidelines intended to improve the
care and r educe costs in trauma centers across the
country. •

gies, and I finally have the freedom to enjoy life." •

minor forms," Lucente said. "But in almost all cases,
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-is one of the busiest in the state, logging 1,000

The trauma division also is recognized nationally
"I was able to sit in a car for 40 or 50 miles and
walk tlu·ough caverns, places where there were no

it is something women don't have to live with."

Co 11 tinu etl j1·o 111 pn ge 3

VIrginia's Shenandoah Valley.

of estrogen after menopause, diabetes, side effects from

"This problem can be devastating, even in its

Trauma Center Re-accreditation

of stomping into doctors' offices," Green said she can

by Pamda Mazm;r

by Constance VValke-r
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Say Happy Holidays with

Tell yoor neighbors! Tell yoor friends!

POINSETTIAS
T#tnt to brighten up your office or home
this holiday season?
DO IT WITH POINSETTIAS...
those vivid blooms that add color to any setting.
They also make great gifts!

THE LVH CHILD CARE CENTER (CC & 1-78)
now offers its services to the community.

BOTH AUXILIARIES will sell poinsettias in the hospital
inearly December, just in time todecoratefor the holidays.

We provide a safe, loving and nurturing environment, and learning opportunities
for children 6 weeks to 5 years of age.

LVH AUXILIARY'S

Center's hours: 6:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.

For more information. please call 402-8969.

Holiday Happenings
Poinsettia & Bake Sale

DEC. 3-4

7a.m.-4 p.m.
Anderson Wing Lobby
Choose from single- and double-branch
plants and hanging baskets, ranging
from $8.25~$32 .99.

REMINDER: If you placed an
advanceorder for aplant through the
AllentownAuxiliary, you must pick it

up in the lobby at 17th during the
sale. Parking will be available outstde
the entrance. Special delivery arrangements are available for orders of 30 or
more plantsby calling Fran Schaeffer,
437-1599 orSylvia Kulp, 966-6352.

LVH auxiliary is also selling
RAFFLE TICKETS
outside Cedar Crest cafeteria.

Prize drawings
Dec. 4 at 4 p.m.
Prizesincludea$300
weekendpackagefor two,
$150 cash, party baskets,
gift certificates for food
and other fine items.

HE1P IN G__0THERS
Jor the1lo1tdilys

THANK YOU!

Last winter, hundreds of people at LVHHN
made the holidays special for more than 100 needy
families and their children of the Perinatal Partnership.

Special thanks to staff at 17th & Chew for their understanding and support of our parking space fundraiser during this year's
Great Allentown Fair. With your help, we raised nearly $6,600 for
the hospital! - The Allent own Auxiliary of LVH

Anybody interested in providing food and gifts this season
can call outreach worker Damarie Lugo at 402-2801.

Your support is appreciated!

•

Congratulations to the following employees on their October 1998 service anniversaries! Thank you for your continuing service to Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network.
Thirty Years of Service
Bernadette Kratzer
Infection CmmTJl

Twenty-Five Years of Service
Faye Kull1amer
Patient Accounting

John A. Kiriposki
Comiet· Services

Janet Peck
Obstetdcr

Debra L. Zarro
Petfilsion

Suzanne I. Micek
PGME-Pediatlicr

Dorothy L. Pfeiffer
Infomzntiml Sm;ices Developmmt

Anita M. Breitfeld
Obstetlicr

Susan M. Nevada
Hmne Cm~-Skilletl Nursing

Mary Boyer

J anine Fiesta
Legal Sm;ices-EXEC

Mary C. G reen
Cancer Cmter Mulri,Pm'fXJSe Area

Ann C. Pierre
Pm'tial Hospice Adult Psycbi11t1y

Mary A. Frost
Michelle M . Trz:esniowski
Acme Cimmmy Cm~ Unit

Patimt Access Services
Obstctlicr

Fifteen Years of Service

Ten Years of Service

Judith A. Post
Emergmcy Service-A

Twenty Years of Service

Agnes A. Schwartz
6NAdult Psycbiatly Unit

AiJeeNg
PITJgressive Cmwlflry Ctn·e Unit

J effrey A. Grube
Courier Sm;ices

Cyril). Mayer
Muhlenbet-g Hospital Center

Letha M. Perna
Operating Room

Nancy A. Fabler
Ope~·ating Room

Constance R Seidel
Eme~-gmcy Set1!icc-C

Beverly E. Dillman
Henltb Pagc

Gerald T. Lawrence
Secmity

Yvonne D. Gisler
Emet-gmcy Set1!ice-A

Anita L. Beekman
Respimtmy TberafJ'j

David L. Brown
Bi(}-Medical Engineering

Francis M. Paulson
Secmity

Sally A. Zemlansky
Hmne Cm·c-Skilled Nnrring

Vicki Girodo
Nm"Sing Flo11t Pool

LynnS.Roth
Obstetrics

Five Years of Service
DonnaKBobo
PmnCARE
Deborah L. Gaston
Crisis Prevention
Janet L. M=y
HSMP Allentown Pntimt Services
Gina Leiby
Lnwr & Delivety
Willa B. Fechtman
MHC HSP &stan Hmne Healt/; Aide
Lucinda M. Koch
MHC HSP &rtmz Admin & Gme~·al
Barbara). Thomas
3C Slllging!Munitored Unit

If you have news or a story idea for CheckUp This Month, send your suggestion by the 20th of the month for publication in the following month to Ro b Stevens, editor, public affa irs,
1243 SCC-PA, using interoffice mail or e-mail. CheckUp This Month is an em ployee publi cation of Lehigh Valley Health Network's public affairs depa rtment. For additional information, call ext. 3000.
Lehigh Valley Health Network is an equal opportunity employer. M/F/0/V
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